FIS-21 Option Descriptions
Archery (AR) Basic archery techniques and
safety will be taught, followed by lots of hands-on
experience.

9 Square In The Air (9Q) Not familiar with 9 Square
in the Air? Do a You-Tube search and learn all about
it

Art / Tie Dye (AT) A Fun in the Son classic! Campers
Painting Fun (PF) Painting without paintbrushes
will create a tie-dye project to take home.
…are you kidding!? Creativity galore!
Backyard Games (BG) Insanely awesome giant
Ping-Pong (PP)
outdoor versions of Jenga, KerPlunk, Yahtzee
plus cornhole and other surprises.
Scatter Ball (SB) Think of a cross between dodge
ball and freeze tag… played in the gym. Search for
Basketball (BB)
Scatterball on Youtube to learn all about it!
Beautiful You (BY) Learn how to be more
Sew a Stitch (SS) Those who choose this option will
beautiful on the outside and inside. Fashion,
learn the basics of sewing and then complete a
makeup, beauty secrets, health care for our body
sewing project to take home.
and much more will be taught.
Soap Making (SM) Everything you need to know
Duct Tape Crafts (DT) Just as the name suggests,
about making your own natural soap.
campers will use the most universal product known to
man to produce various craft items.
Soccer (SO)
Fishing (FI) Our fishing option will be at the Erwin Ultimate Frisbee (UF) Think football… now add a
Linear Trail.
Frisbee instead of a ball. This great team sport allows
all players to participate.
Flag Football (FF)
Weird Science (WS) You don’t have to love science
GaGa Ball (GG) This fast-paced high energy kinder
to love this option! Weird science is all about fun
gentler version of dodge ball combines the skills of
experimental games and activities using safe
dodging, running and jumping.
ingredients.
Intro To Painting (IP) After learning some basic
Wiffle Ball (WB)
painting techniques, campers will use acrylic paints to
create a one-of-a-kind canvas masterpiece.
Wood Working (WW)
Kick Ball (KB)
Kitchen Kaos (KK) Do you like cooking? Come see
if you can handle the heat.
Nature Walk (NW) Our nature walk option will be at
the Erwin Linear Trail.
Nerf Battle (NB) Think paint-ball without the paint.
Campers will need to bring their own nerf gun
AND ammo from home. (Be sure your name is on
all your stuff!)

Volleyball (VB)

